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I. INTRODUCTION

Metal matrix composites (MMC) offer numerous options in material

performance over conventional resin matrix composites, such as high thermal

and electrical conductivity and freedom from moisture effects. In many appli-

cations where composites are employed as structural materials, the dimensional

stability characteristics are of primary concern. Theoretical predictions

based on new ultrahigh modulus reinforcing fibers suggest that near-zero ther-

mal expansion coefficients (CTE) are now achievable with metal matrices. The

relative importance of related characteristics such as thermal-cycling behav-

ior, internal stress relief, and thermomechanical history is increased. In

addition to broadening the data base for MMC, the advances required in theory,

measurement techniques, and materials understanding are explored.

There have been few studies of the thermal-cycling behavior of metal matrix

composites, and those that exist have emphasized the boron-fiber-reinforced

aluminum system.1-8 For example, Ferte, Kreider, White, and others2 ,4 ,5 ,7 have

investigated the effect of elastic-plastic deformation during thermal expansion

behavior in B-Al. The matrix yield strength was shown to have a major effect on

the CTE. Creep deformation is also common during thermal cycling of graphite-

reinforced A1.6 In addition to plastic deformation of the matrix, cracking or

failure of the fiber and failure of the fiber-matrix interface are all possi-

ble. Indeed, matrix cracking of the type found in graphite-epoxy composites

is also found in MMC above room temperature. B-Al systems generally have a

stronger metal-to-fiber bond than graphite-Al, so that mixed modes of failure

are found more frequently in the former system. Graphite-fiber-reinforced

metals are characterized by less uniform fiber distribution and a lower trans-

verse strain capability than B-Al. Interply failure may also be possible,

especially with weak matrices such as cast alloys or with cross-ply layups.

The ductility of a metal may also be expected to influence the low-temperature

microcracking behavior.

The research reported here covers work in this area up to July 1980.

7
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II. THEORY

Predictions of the thermal expansion coefficients (CTE) of composites are

based on the work of Turner, Levin, Hill, Hashin, Schapery, Halpin, Pagano,

and others.9-15 Most of the early work applies to elastic behavior of

spherical particles in an isotropic composite and requii:es bounds set on the

bulk modulus through either a uniform-stress or a uniform-strain assumption.

In case of a transversely isotropic-aligned fiber composite with two isotropic

phases, a number of relations can be shown to be equivalent,9 and bounds on

the values of the CTE can be obtained from bounds on the moduli. When the

Poisson's ratios of the constitutents, vf and vm are nearly equal, the upper

and lower bounds for Levin's original equation12 reduce to

a K(1)
E 0 K

where a represents the 0-deg or longitudinal CTE of a unidirectional com-

posite, E the Young's modulus, and K the bulk modulus. The bars denote

average quantities. Similarly, the transverse CTE or a 90 is bounded as;1 0

a90 <( + Vf)fVf + (I + Vm)aVm - a0 (vfVf + VmVJm (2)

where V denotes the volume fraction of the fiber (f) or matrix (m). We have

shown16 that these relations excellently describe thermal expansion behavior

in the B-Al system over small temperature excursions near 300 K. For more

precise predictions, however, it is necessary to note that while the Poisson's

ratios of both B and graphite fibers are generally assumed to be equal to 0.2,

there are no direct measurements. Single crystal data for pyrolytic graphite

range from -0.15 to 0.9. Dean and Turner 17 show that v ij values for graphite

fibers can range from 0.01 to 0.53. In any case, values of vAl and vMg are

9
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about 0.25 to 0.3. An approach to this problem is suggested by a return to

Levin's original equation

a- a1 + [(+Vf) (E VE) - (1 + v) VfEf (3)
0 m V - v m om f

using Hill's II expression for Eo 0i

4V V (v - V )2

0 f f m m Vf/k m + Vm/k f + /(4)

where

k = plane-strain bulk modulus

k - K + (1/3)4 (5)

K = E/3(1-2v) (6)

- E/2(1 + v) (7)

The subscript for P in Eq. (4) will be either the fiber or the matrix,

thereby setting upper and lower bounds for E in (4) and hence for a in (3).O

Fiber CTF values (af) are not known very accurately. There has been an empir-

ical assumption that the negative af value is linearly proportional to the

elastic modulus (Ef), but in the case of ultrahigh-modulus pitch fibers this

may not be true. (Union Carbide reports a value of -1.26 x 10- 6 K-1 for P75S

fibers, a value which may be compared with -1.0 to -1.1 x 10- 6 K-1 for GY70

fiber of similar modulus.) In addition to the problem of adequate V fand af

values, there is still the assumption in these equations of an isotropic fiber

- valid for glass but certainly not for graphite. The effect of anisotropic

fibers on the elastic moduli of unidirectional composites has been considered

by Hashin, 14 Whitney,1 8 and others. An exploration of the bounds on the

effective thermal expansion coefficients for isotropic multiphase

10



composites with anisotropic phases has been made by Rosen and Hashin. 13,14 In

this case, precise knowledge if the various elastic moduli of both phases, as

well as Poisson's ratio, is required. Dean, 1 7 Kriz, 19 and coworkers show that

it may be possible to obtain a complete set of mechanical properties with the

help of ultrasonic velocity measurements.
19

With both macro- and microscopic isotropy and anisotropic fibers, Hashin 14

gives

f--a o =a+ (C, a1 ) Pr (5*S (8)

90 = a90 + (k 1 - nkl) Pklrs(Srs22 rs2 2 ) (9)

where Srsj phase elastic compliances and Pklrs (Sf - Ss =  i a

fourth rank symmetric unit tensor. PKlrs must be determined by inversion of

the transversely isotropic matrix Sf  - Sm Hashin shows that in the

case of graphite-Al, the assumption of an isotropic fiber leads to the

erroneous conclusion that the fiber provides transverse stiffening. In

graphite epoxy, in fact, the anisotropic fiber still leads to increases in k,

Go, G90 , and Ego, but not in the graphite-Al case (G is the shear modulus).

The theories discussed are based on linear elastic behavior of all phases of

the composites. Kreider and Patarini7 point out that changes of AT > 60K are

likely to lead to plastic deformation in an Al matrix, which, in turn,

accounts for CTE data lower than those predicted by elastic theory. Models to

account for matrix yielding effects on CTE have been proposed by Ferte, 3

Kreider,7 and Neubert.20  In all cases, plastic flow is assumed, with changes

in the internal stress states.

For oriented short fiber composites, Halpin 15 gives an approximate

equation for the thermal strain e, assuming vf = V :m

L 11



L e (1/EL - I/E 11 (
e =a AT e + e (10)

0 0 EI/E L 1/E)

where

1 Vf m
-=- + -- (m

EL  Ef Em

Eu V fEf + V nE m  (12)

E -l (i + nvf)

Em (I - nVf) (13)

(Ef/E - I)(14)

(Ef/Em + C)

= 2 (15)

where i/d is the fiber aspect ratio. Extension of this analysis to consider

the casa of vf * Vm and an anisotropic discontinuous fiber has not, to the

author's knowledge, been made.

Differential fiber-matrix expansion can also lead to matrix cracking or

interface cracking, depending on whether the tensile strength of the matrix or

the composite transverse tensile strength is lower. The matrix strength in

MMC is higher than in resin matrix composites so that interface cracking may be

more prevalent. Stresses may be similar nevertheless, for while ametal is

,-(1/2)aresin , the fabrication temperatures of MMC are generally higher.

Cooper and Sillwood2 1 equate the tensile load in the matrix with the com-

pressive load in the fibers to derive an expression for the temperature

excursion needed to induce failure;

12



E E

AT EfVf 0 (16)

The matrix tensile failure strain is

12y TE V
2 \1/3

Em = ff (17)

where

Ym = fracture surface energy (18)

T = frictional stress at interface

r = fiber radius

The strain per crack, and, hence, the dimensional change of the composite

could, in principle, be estimated by the shear lag theory of Bailey et al.
22

Again, these theories must be extended to cover plastic flow in MMC. A pre-

liminary approach to the measurement of microcracking onset temperatures, AT,

and coefficients of cracking expansion has been made in our laboratory.
23

Neubert 20 has applied the same classical lamination theory, modified with a

stepwise linear analysis involving Ef, Em, aft and a changes with

temperature, to prediction of AT for a 45 volume percent unidirectional

graphite-Mg composite, assuming a matrix failure strength criterion of 48 MPa

(7000 psi). His value of AT = 610 K suggests that microcracking is to be ex-

pected at lower temperatures than are common for graphite-epoxy (180-250K)2 3 .

In addition, the energy release per crack is likely to be less than in the

graphite epoxy case, and consequently more sensitive detection may be required.

Additional related factors requiring precise length measurements include

edge or end effects, thermomechanical history, and misorientations, especially

with very low CTE values. For a unidirectional composite,

13
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a, = a cos 26 + a90 sin 2 e (19)

It can be shown that a deviation of 0 = 3 deg between fiber and measure-

ment directions can lead to a 6.5% error in the a of a 45 vol% graphite-Mg

composite.

These considerations indicate that a wide variety of theories apply to

the thermal cycling behavior of MMC, and verification of these is likely to

require highly precise measurement techniques.

14
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III. EXPERIMENTtfL TECHNIQUES

Continuous measurement of the relative positions of two points is

required for complete knowledge of the linear thermal expansion character-

istics of a material. Reflected low-energy laser beams offer independence

from shape, size, fabrication, thermal lag, and contact stress effects. 24

Furthermore, Michelson interferometry transfers dependence on a reference

material to the laser frequency (stabilized in this work on the Lamb dip to

one part in 109 in 500 hr). When all optics are placed in a vacuum chamber,

there are negligible errors as a result of refraction in beam paths, or window

or operator effects. All (fringe) information is generated at the beam

splitters. The principle of a two-channel Michelson interferometer is shown

in Fig. I.25 The laser beam is split 50/50 at beam splitter (B3) into right

and left (sample) side interferometers. Designating the sample ends by S, and

mirrors by M, for the right-hand side, the interferometer optical path length

difference is

OPLD I = B1S 1 - BIM 6  (20)

Similarly,

OPLD2 2 B2M5 - S2M4 - B2M4 (21)

Now,

AOPLD - AOPLD 1 = AB2M 5 - AS2 M - AB°Cl + AB1M 6  (22)

15
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Assume

AB2M4 = ABIM 6  (23)

ABI-M4 = AB2M 5  (24)

Note that

AB = ASM AL + ASI BI

where Ls is the sample length

AL = AOPLD2 - AOPLD (25)s21

Consequently, the sample length change AL is merely the difference of the
s

changes in the two OPLDs.

A method of supporting the test sample is shown in Fig. 2. The cross

section of the material is arbitrary; the length is limited only by the size

of the vacuum chamber (and resultant optics separation) available and by the

amount of heat flow the system can tolerate. Thin horizontal Invar or Zerodur

support rods have proved highly successful because their low CTEs produce a

minimal effect on the sample position in space, and, in addition, their sup-

ports are close to room temperature at all times.

The system employed transfers the compensation path B2-M5 in Fig. I to a

position directly above the M4-sample-BI path, thus eliminating the effects of

transverse temperature gradients in the support plates (Fig. 2). Test samples

for metal matrix composites were generally polished at the ends to an rms finish

17
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RIEERENCE BEAM

Fig. 2. Thin Test Sample Inside Two-Channel Michelson Interferometer.
Aluminized end faces, polished < X/5, are preferable to
altern-te mounted mirrors
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of X/2 to X/5 and coated with a few hundred angstroms of vapor-deposited Al.

Au or Cr films, useful for ceramic samples, were found to be less successful

on high graphite fiber end surfaces.

The accuracy of these measurements, in principle a measure of their

traceability to a standard, is sensitive to thermal gradients in the system

and sample end-face geometry. The former errors are roughly proportional to

the sample temperature excursion, so that the total strain values are more

accurate at 300 K than at 100 or 500 K. The sum of all errors for a 250 K

excursion is about 5 x 10- 8 m. An average CTE measurement on a 10-1 m sample

implies an rms error aCTE of 1.2 x 10- 9 K- 1.

The four photodetector signals can be digitally processed to count auto-

matically in steps of A/8 (7.9 x 10-8 m). The analog output of a photodetector

for each sample side can be amplified and continuously recorded (Fig. 3). The

vibration of the system represents a noise level on the order of ±0.1 V in a

4-V signal, which, in turn, represents a length resolution on the order

of X/160 or 4 x 10-9 m. Fringe interpolation to comparable resolution can

also be made with an xy to e converter. The error in AT measurement is 0.7 K

since it depends on the difference of two temperatures with thermocouples (Cu-

constantan) where absolute accuracy is only about ±0.5 K.

A comparable system to handle larger samples is described in Reference

25. Here, phase modulation techniques are employed for the signal process-

ing. By oscillating the reference mirror, the intensities of the even and odd

harmonics received by a single photodetector are 90 deg out of phase. Again,

quadrature signals are needed to measure the direction of the fringe motion.

Length changes as low as 10-12 m have been detected in our laboratory by this

method, but resolution is generally limited by mechanical vibration of the

optics system, e.g., as induced by the flow of liquid nitrogen for cooling.

This technique has been used to measure the CTE of individual precursor wires

(and could also be used for a single graphite filament). How a 201 Al alloy

with 40% T50 fibers (0.68 mm) diameter wire of gage length 0.292 m was tested

is shown in Fig. 4. (The CTE from -40 to 80'C averaged 1.72 ± 0.01 x 10- 6

K-1.) The lateral constraint on the lower mirror is introduced to inhibit

19
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Fig. 3. Typical Photodetector Output from Two-Channel Michelson
Interferometer. Two photodetectors per channel are used

to determine direction of sample end-face movement.
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pendulum motions at about 0.9 to I Hz. Forced harmonic oscillations occurred

in the 5 to 10 Hz range, but, whether present or inhibited, they do not

preclude CTE signal processing.

A recent development2 3 involves the simultaneous recording of high-

frequency signals (0 to 25 kHz) received by the photodetectors during low-

temperature CTE measurements.

Microcracking at low temperatures causes pulses that have a high dc con-

tent, which decreases as exp (-f2 ). The resultant stress waves cause length

changes that are readily detectable, since attenuation is lowest at the lowest

frequencies. Conventional acoustic emission, besides requiring transducers,

operates mainly at frequencies of 150 kHz and above. The apparatus used to

detect, store, and analyze microcracking information is shown schematically in

Fig. 5. A separate signal proportional to the temperature is converted to a

frequency, giving spectrum analysis continuous built-in temperature informa-

tion. In addition to microcracking and liquid nitrogen-induced vibrations,

the opto-acoustic system detects sample sliding, e.g., on the ULE support

plate (Fig. 2) and optic system vibrations. A computing spectrum analyzer

permits a microcracking or other high-spectral-content event to trigger a fre-

quency spectrum that can be added, subtracted, or divided by another spectrum

chosen at will during the experiment. Figure 6 represents a ratio of high-to-

low liquid nitrogen flow rates during cooling, at 230 K with a graphite-Mg

sample. Characteristic frequencies relate to system resonant frequencies.

(In this case, the sample resonant frequency was - 83 kHz, so microcracking

would be identifiable mainly from pulse analysis.) Thin quartz transducers

can also be attached for the ultrasonic measurement of sound velocity.26 The

time to traverse a 1.6-mm-thick graphite-Mg sample (Fig. 2) is on the order of

0.45 usec. This time can be measured continuously to an accuracy of

+0.01 psec. Since

2

E -(26)
c 2tgt
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where p is the sample density, g the acceleration caused by gravity, and I the

distance traveled, a continuous measurement of E on the order of *0.98 GPa, or

one part in 23 is possible. This would enable changes in the (transverse)

stiffness to be continuously correlated with temperature, CTE, and microcracking

behavior. Comparative pulse analysis for each interferometer (Fig. 1) could, in

principle, provide simultaneous monitoring of E.

25



IV RESULTS

A. GRAPHITE-Al

In early studies carried out with Thornel T50 fibers, CTE values at 300 K

of up to 1-1/2 times that expected from a prediction based on Eq. (1) were ob-

tained. (Use of Eq. (1) is a convenience, as it tends to separate out fabri-

cation effects from plastic flow effects during CTE measurements.) These data

could be correlated with composite elastic modulus, especially in the transverse

direction. Poor fiber matrix bonding is readily apparent in transverse stress-

strain testing, while fiber degradation resulting from processing is reflected by

longitudinal modulus values below those predictable by a rule of mixtures. Sam-

ples with the highest E0 values had CTEs close to the Ea/E curve predicted from

initial constituent properties (Fig. 7). Higher temperature data (to 6/" K) were

obtained for both ao and a 90 for a 28 vol% T50/201 sample. (A linear variable

differential transformer with CERVIT push rods was used, as well as the laser in-

terferometer.) The data are shown in Fig. 8. The longitudinal CTE (co) agreed

well with predictions based on EW/E when the change in EAl with temperature was

taken into account. T50 fibers approach near-zero CTE while the E values drop

steeply in the region 550 to 650 K. These factors combine to yield a very

low a 0 value for this composite in the 450 to 700 K temperature range. The

transverse CTE values were found to slightly exceed those of pure aluminum.

Positive deviations from a rule-of-mixtures CTE can be expected. Figures 9

and 10 show Fizeau interferometer data of the effect of prestraining on thermal

cycling behavior. These results also depend on heating/cooling rates.

The GY70/201 results for the temperature range 295 to 350 K fell close to

those predictable by an EW/E relationship (Fig. 7). In additicn, there was no

hysteresis in successive heating-cooling cycles. A ±17-deg angle-ply layup

measured in the 0-deg direction did show slight hysteresis - the cooling curve

consistently fell about 10 to 15 vim/m higher than the heating curve at the same

temperature for the three cycles measured. Agreement with an Eq. (19) prediction

is good if the value of a 11 is based on the bulk modulus --7K; i.e., a 1 1 = 8.6 x

I0- 6 K- 1 (Fig. 7) and ai2 2 is taken as 25 x 10- 6 K-1 .
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Fig. 7. CTE Data at 300 K for Unidirectional Graphite-Al Samples
Compared with Predictions Based on Eq. (1) and Table 2.
Pitch refers to Pitch 55, but the modulus of these early
fibers was not separately de ermined and may have been

somewhat higher than 55 x 10 psi.
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Graphite-Ml Composites
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The former requirement suggests dependence on Poisson's ratio effects in MMC

angle-ply composites. The elastic modulus Eo for these composites followed a

rule of mixtures, confirming the value of Ef used in the calculations.

The most recent data were obtained with VS0054 pitch fibers (Union Carbide)

in a 6061 alloy. These fibers have shown Ef values in the range of 586 to 760

GPa. Mechanical test data indicate that Ef ~ 690 GPa in the sample tested here.

The room-temperature CTE values fell predictably below the curves in Fig. 1 be-

cause of the increased value of Ef over GY7O. Below 230 K, some evidence of

microcracking was found in the form of a positive deviation from the high-

temperature AL/L versus T behavior.

B. GRAPHITE-Mg

It can be shown that the transverse CTE (ago) is relatively insensitive to

Ef and af, so that the a values are of primary interest here. Some ao data at
f0 0

300 K, obtained for a variety of samples employing different fibers, are shown

in Fig. 11. In this case, the curves based on Eq. (1) utilize pitch fiber pro-

perties (Table 1). As in the graphite-Al case, the lower Vf samples are also the

earlier ones, where nonoptimum fabrication procedures tended to result in reduced

values of Ef. The data for the GY7O and T50 fiber samples would be expected to

lie higher than a Ea/E prediction based on VS0054 pitch fibers. Whereas the room

temperature CTE values are generally as expected, the low-temperature behavior is

more complex. Data for graphite pitch fiber composites on successive cooling-

heating cycles are given in Table 2 and Figs. 12 through 16. One difference

appears to be caused by microstructures. The Vf - 0.504 and 0.45 samples were

hot pressed, consisting of three layers or three plies of previously fabricated

material; the Vf = 0.436 consisted of only one layer. In the latter sample,

there was negligible positive deviation in AL/L on the first cooling cycle; in

the others, the slope is initially closer to a zero CTE. This approaches the

high-temperature CTE after a number of cycles to low temperatures (about four in

the case of Vf - 0.45 sample). In addition, this sample (Fig. 14) showed dis-

continuous "bumps" in the curve that progressed to lower temperatures on repeated

cycling. This phenomenon is not yet explained. Cycling rates were about
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Fig. 11. CTE Data at 300 K for Unidirectional Graphite-Al Samples
Compared with Predictions Based on Eq. (1) and Table 2
(VS0054 Pitch Fibers)
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Table 2. Some Properties of Composites Related to CTE

Composite

Property B-Al Graphite- SiC-Al Graphite- Graphite-
Al Mg Epoxy

Fiber "Borsic" GY 70 "Silag" VS0054 GY 70

Matrix o061 201 6061 AZ9IC 934

of, 10-6 K- 1  4.9 -1.1 (4) -1.2 -1.1

amp 10-6 K- 1  24 24 24 24.8 51

Ef, GPa 400 515 (470) 689 530

Ems GPa 68 68 68 45 3

vf 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

v 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.291 0.382
m

Ell GPa 220 200 100 300 300

E22, GPa 145 36 100 34 6.7

G12 , GPa 66 48 60 48 4.9

v12' 0.24 0.29 0.27 0.28 0.192

FTtU, MPa 120 50 100 50 27

c 10- 6 K- l 8.7 4 13 1 -1.0
c 10-6 K- 1 15.3 18 24 21 26

a2 ,

Vf (Assumed) 0.5 0.35 0.2 0.45 0.62

l/d 00 0" 75 w w
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.1ST COOL 300 TO 273 K

1ST HEAT 300 TO 393 K AA
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Fig. 12. CTE Data for Unidirectional VS0054-Mg Composite of
One-Ply Layer
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Fig. 13. CTE Data for Unidirectional 50.4% VS0054-Mg Composite of
Three-Ply Layers
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Fig. 14. CTE Data for Unidirectional 45% VS0054-Mg Composite of
Three-Ply Layers
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Fig. 15. CTE Data for Unidirectional 38.1% VS0054-Mg Composite
of One Layer. (See Table 2.)
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0.5 - l0C/min between 0 to -600 C whereas heating rates for -80'C to 0°C were

about lOC/min. These three samples had been prior quenched in liquid nitrogen

three times before testing. The reason was that in the graphite-Al case, but not

subsequently found for graphite-Mg, the "knee" in the o-C curve is thereby

shifted to higher stress and strain values. Opto-acoustic emission studies

have not detected recognizable microcracking down to 200 K. This may be

partly because of the plasticity of Mg at low temperatures and partly because

the small samples used have longitudinal resonant frequencies above the sen-

sitivity range for the tape recorder. Delamination effects, or the effect of

a purely Mg interlayer between the plies must also be considered.

Kural and Ellison 27 indicate that thermal expansion measurement errors

can arise as a result of end distortions and thermal flexure of asymmetrical

specimens. Their results for GY 70/Al suggest that the error for a 3-in.-iong

sample with a straight end for T < room temperature is on the order of 0.7%,

and for T > room temperature in the region 2 to 3%. These errors are possible

with the present results, except that they did not necessarily occur (as they

would have with a dilatometer probe). Since the laser beams are focussed to a

diameter less than the sample thickness (23 mil), this spot was randomly cho-

sen along the width of the sample (0.25 in.) for maximum reflectivity. Con-

sequently, there was a chance that the reflection point occurs part way be-

tween the high and low points of the surface ends.

The bowing error caused by the axial asymmetry of a thin sample increases

with sample length and temperature excursion. The sample cannot bow much in a

Michelson interferometer, because of rapid loss of reflected beams coincidence,

necessary to obtain a fringe pattern; conversely, a lens is always used to

permit some sample end-face rotation. A mirror-lens combination helps to en-

sure that the reflected beam remains parallel to the incident beam. Although

there was no consistent trend in the present results explainable by a bowing

mechanism (e.g., an S-shaped AL/L versus T curve instead of a straight line),

this possible error will be examined quantitatively in the future.
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C. SILICON CARBIDE-Al

Preliminary CTE measurements were carried out on SiC whisker reinforced

6061 Al. The whiskers, a commercial product of EXXON, 28 have 1/d ratios of 75

to 100 with 0.2 to 1-im diameters. X-ray diffraction indicates that they

are s-SiC with some stacking faults. Fabrication and mechanical properties

have recently been discussed by Sarker,2 8 Skibo ,29 and coworkers. Samples

with 10 = 0.0182 m and 20 wt% randomly oriented whiskers were tested in a

quartz dilatometer. Mean a values were 13.5 x 10- 6 K-1 (293 to 393 K), 15.5

x 10- 6 K-I1 (293 to 493 K), and 17.5 x 10- 6 K- 1 (293 to 593 K), with an

uncertainty of *0.2 x 10- 6 K-I1 . Use of Halpin's equations, Eqs. (10) through

(15), with the estimated data of Table I suggests an oriented dP-.ontinuous

SIC fiber-Al composite would have a values closer to that of pure Al.0

Further theoretical investigation is required.
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V. SUMMARY

Metal matrix composites represent a new class of dimensionally stable

composites. Exploration of the theories relevant to thermal cycling behavior

suggests that there is still work to be done to account for simultaneous

effects of unequal Poisson's ratios, anisotropic fibers, plastic deformation

of the matrix, and microcracking. Verification of such theories will require

highly precise, continuously recording laser interferometer dilatometers. The

requirements and use of such devices, shown to be able to measure strain

changes of less than 10- 9 m/m have been discussed. Extension of these tech-

niques to the simultaneous recording of microcracking or other microstructural

changes such as delamination and plastic flow were outlined. Some data on B-

Al, graphite-Al, graphite-Mg, and SiC-Al were presented to illustrate the

range of thermal cycling behavior that may be obtained. Future work will

include testing of recently fabricated B4 C-coated B, SiC-coated B, and con-

tinuous SiC fibers in Ti-6A1-4V matrices--systems for which few data are yet

available.
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LABORATORY OPERATIONS

The Laboratory Operations of The Aerospace Corporation is conducting

experimental and theoretical investigations necessary for the evaluation and

application of scientific advances to new military concepts and systems. Ver-

satility and flexibility have been developed to a high degree by the laboratory

personnel in dealing with the many problems encountered in the nation's rapidly

developing space and missile systems. Expertise in the latest scientific devel-

opments is vital to the accomplishment of tasks related to these problems. The

laboratories that contribute to this research are:

Aerophysics Laboratory: Launch and reentry aerodynamics, heat trans-
fer, reentry physics, chemical kinetics, structural mechanics, flight dynamics,
atmospheric pollution, and high-power gas lasers.

Chemistry and Physics Laboratory: Atmospheric reactions and atmos-
pheric optics, chemical reactions in polluted atmospheres, chemical reactions
of excited species in rocket plumes, chemical thermodynamics, plasma and
laser-induced reactions, laser chemistry, propulsion chemistry, space vacuum
and radiation effects on materials, lubrication and surface phenomena, photo-
sensitive materials and sensors, high precision laser ranging, and the appli-
cation of physics and chemistry to problems of law enforcement and biomedicine.

Electronics Research Laboratory: Electromagnetic theory, devices, and
propagation phenomena, including plasma electromagnetics; quantum electronics.
lasers, and electro-optics; communication sciences, applied electronics, semi-
conducting, superconducting, and crystal device physics, optical and acoustical
imaging; atmospheric pollution; millimeter wave and far-infrared technology.

Materials Sciences Laboratory: Development of new materials; metal
matrix composites and new forms of carbon; test and evaluation of graphite
and ceramics in reentry; spacecraft materials and electronic components in
nuclear weapons environment; application of fracture mechanics to stress cor-
rosion and fatigue-induced fractures in structural metals.

Space Sciences Laboratory: Atmospheric and ionospheric physics, radia-
tion from the atmosphere, density and composition of the atmosphere, aurorae
and airglow; magnetospheric physics, cosmic rays, generation and propagation
of plasma waves in the magnetosphere; solar physics, studies of solar magnetic
fields; space astronomy, x-ray astronomy; the effects of nuclear explosions.
magnetic storms, and solar activity on the earth's atmosphere, ionosphere, and
magnetosphere; the effects of optical, electromagnetic, and particulate radia-
tions in space on space systems.
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